THE SHOTGUN COMBO GAUGE™
Measures Length of Pull, Drop, Pitch and Cast

“Gun fit isn’t the only thing;
it’s everything to the winning competitor!”
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Shotgun Combo Gauge with Extension and 2 Drop Meters
(Second Drop Meter is optional)
For the gunsmith, firearms retailer, manufacturer and gun hobbyist

Available for the first time in a single package, an accurate and convenient device that measures
Length of Pull (LOP), Drop at comb and heel, angle of Pitch, and Cast on any gun. Length for drop
measurement 28″, length of pull 24″. Both metric and inches. Aircraft aluminum construction.
Bold numbers are easy to read. Remove the guess work and understand how proper fit leads to
winning scores. For the target shooter, especially with the increasingly popular adjustable combs
and recoil pads, the SHOTGUN COMBO GAUGE brings precision, repeatability and portability at an
affordable price.
For those who require drop and pitch on side-by-side game guns with a swamped rib or long barreled
guns, a 23″ EXTENSION is available for bolting onto the basic Shotgun Combo Gauge (no
modifications required). Using the extension maintains the portability and convenience of the Combo
Gauge but increases the overall drop/pitch length to 48″. Also, the magnet installed on the Extension
“glues” the Combo Gauge to the rib, further enhancing its convenience and usability.
One Drop Meter is standard on the Shotgun Combo Gauge. A second Drop Meter can be added as an
option, which gives greater versatility in measuring drop (you can measure at any two points along
the comb simultaneously), or drop and pitch, or drop and cast simultaneously.

Robert Louis Company
www.shotguncombogauge.com

31 Shepard Hill Road Newtown, CT 06470
Phone: 203-270-1400 Fax: 203-270-3881
E-mail: sales@shotguncombogauge.com

Measuring LOP, Drop, Angle of Pitch and Cast
Angle of Pitch

Length of Pull

Length of Pull: Push the drop meter up so that the
LOP is clear to be measured. Measure from inside
trigger to end of stock. Read LOP at “0” mark.

Pitch: Place gauge on gun rib moving the drop
meter to the end of the butt plate. Extend drop
meter to its total length and move parallel to the butt
plate. Measure degrees of pitch with protractor.

Drop at Heel

Drop at Comb

Drop: Place gauge upside down on top of barrel length and extend to point on stock at which you want
to measure drop, usually at heel or at comb. Slide 6” drop meter down to top of stock.

Measuring Cast

Cast: Mount Shotgun Combo Gauge with Extension on the center of gun rib. Set Drop Meter to low
position parallel to the butt plate. Measure cast on or off with a ruler. Above gun shows "0" cast.

Measuring with the Dual Drop Meters

Measuring Drop at Heel and Comb
Simultaneously

Measuring Drop at the Heel and
Angle of Pitch Simultaneously

Measuring the Adjustable Comb Gun

Measuring an Adjustable Comb Gun

The gun (a Caesar Guerini) is supported by the 2 yokes
which convert the Gun Fitter's Case into a gun rest. The
case stores a Shotgun Combo Gauge, a BoreMaster,
and the All-Gauge LaserShooter and a LaserPro.

Measuring LOP

Measuring the Front and Back of an Adjustable Comb

